Northern Siamese & Oriental CS – 12/04/14
Mrs Di Brown
It is always a pleasure to come to this happy and well organised show, my thanks to
Alice and Sharon for the judging invitation. I was fortunate to have Ross Davis to
steward for me, his handling of the cats was excellent as always, many thanks Ross
and good luck with your application.
BREED CLASSES
Siamese/Balinese Olympian Grand Premier Male
O – Pearson’s IMP GD PR AMYDAY MERELY-A-MONARCH (32fn) MN
18/07/08. Extremely handsome male neuter, very elegant but with excellent substance
to him. Longer wedge with excellent op of head, ear large flared and set wide.
Straight strong profile with firm chin and clean level bite with all teeth in situ, impressive for a 6 year old these days. Oriental eye shape and set with good depth of
blue, haws up a touch today. Excellent tone to long elegant boy with a good trim
figure for an older neuter, long limbs and neat spoon paws, tail rather short for
balance. Hot apricot points well matched, off-white coat fairly heavily shaded to tone
but contrast still seen, length and texture excellent. A shy boy but gentle boy,
beautifully presented.
R – Glaubitz’s IMP GD PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER (32a) MN
20/05/09. Another large and handsome neuter with excellent substance, unlucky to
meet the winner today. Longer wedge, top line very good and his large open based
ears are very well set Super broad nose which gives him a very imposing look, good
chin with virtually no teeth but jaw looks fairly level. Oriental eye shape and set with
mid blue colour. Long weighty body with long strong limbs, long tail to balance.
Paler red points but nice and bright in tone, warm white coat with minimal red
shading overall, excellent for length and closeness of texture. Handled well and was
excellently presented.
Siamese/Balinese Olympian Grand Premier Female
O – CH & IMP GD PR JOMESE JENNI-IGOTBLUSPOTS (32b2) FN 02/11/10.
A very beautiful lady neuter. Excellent head for style and balance with lovely top and
very large ears set wide and to follow. Love her eyes, true Siamese expression and the
deepest of blues. Strong profile with slight rise between her eyes, good chin with
level bite. Well toned body for a lady neuter with very good length, long dainty
limbs and paws, tapered tail need an half inch to balance. Blue tortie points, pale
blue on the mask but a little darker and murkier in tone on back and tail, some of her
cream mingling is quite warm in tone but lighting not particularly helpful where she
was penned. Some tonal shading to short close coat which was marginally harsh over
the lower back today. Perfectly poised, she is gorgeous and she knows it.
Oriental Imperial Grand Champion
1st IMP w/h – Webb’s GD CH CHANTEUR SHADY LADY (62 43e) F 06/09/12.
This lady is very attractive for both type and colouring, but unfortunately she was
very out of coat today and I felt at this level of competition she should have more for

the certificate. Balanced medium length wedge with very good top line and large
nicely furnished ears set to follow. Super eyes for shape set and expression, colour
bright mid green. Profile chin and bite good. Long neck and a long well toned and
elegant body, neat limbs and well fronded paws, tail needs touch more length to
balance. Shading to coat shows minimal pattern with paler undercoat well up the hair
shaft and with a good deal of rich red tortie on the body. The coat texture was lovely,
silky fine and glossy but unfortunately short everywhere, including the plume which
was very sparse indeed. Excellent to handle and immaculately presented.
2nd – Corby & Doolan’s GD CH IKISHIROO CASCADE KIKIMA (29c) F
09/09/09. A mature lady of overall good type. Medium length wedge, top line could
do with a touch more width for balance, ears of proportionate size and well set. Dip to
profile centre nose, chin and bite good. Oriental shape set and expression to eyes but
colour pale with little green evident. Well defined neck, long weighty body with
rather a full tummy line, long slender limbs and neat spoon paws, tapered tail to
almost balance. Lilac coat is a fairly pale colour but there is a slightly brownish-red
over tone to it today, but reasonably sound and very good for length and texture.
Very sweet tempered and excellently presented
Tortie Point Siamese Adult
CC – Veal & Smith’s RIOBELLE LYRA (32b8) F 14/02/12. A neat little queen
looking somewhat younger that her DOB would indicate but nevertheless very stylish
and she has good weight and substance to her. Medium wedge with very good top of
head and large nicely flared ears set to balance. Slight dip to profile, chin and bite
good. Oriental eye shape and set with sweet expression, colour bright mid blue.
Slender body well toned and well covered, dainty limbs and paws, tapered tail needs
an inch to balance. Lilac-based caramel torte points show good brownish overtones
and have plentiful warm apricot mingling on all points. Coat lightly shaded to tone
and with very good length and texture. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Considered for BOB and awarded – Denholm’s GD CH PIPISTRELLE
PATIENCE (32b3) F 26/08/09. A good sized lady with a solid feel to her. Overall
type good without undue exaggeration. Medium length head with good width to top,
ears in proportion and well set, muzzle could be a tad finer. Basic eye shape good but
with a tendency to widen, better when she relaxes, colour brilliant mid blue. Profile
rather uneven with flat area above brow, firm chin, bite untidy with several incisors
missing but looks reasonably level. Long weighty but still elegant body, good length
tail. Dark chocolate tortie colouring well mingled on all points with paler and mid red,
light tonal shading to ivory coat of very good length and texture. Excellent to handle.
Fawn Point Siamese Kitten Male
1st & BOB – Green’s BELROO MONTALBANO (24r) MN 26/08/13.
A
beautifully grown neuter kitten of good type and style. Medium length wedge with
good top of head, ears large and nicely open at the base and set well. Oriental eye
shape and set with a rather worried expression, colour mid blue. Profile almost
straight with good firm chin, bite scissored over. Long weighty body, long strong
boned limbs and large paws, long tapered tail to balance. Pretty pale rosy fawn
points that matched, unshaded magnolia coat with excellent short close texture.
Rather shy but very gentle and handle well. Excellently presented.

Fawn Point Siamese Kitten Female
1st – GURNEY-TAYLOR’S BELROO MISS TEEQ (24r) F 26/08/13. Litter sister
to the above and there was virtually nothing between them for the BOB, except my
preference for a better developed kitten. Neat dainty and quite stylish with a medium
length head and fairly large nicely flared ears, with good width between and well set.
Sweet expression to eyes of mid blue colour. Almost straight profile, chin and bite
good, small pinch to muzzle. Long slender and dainty body with good weight for
size, long whip tail. Soft pale rosy fawn points nicely matched, magnolia coat
completely unshaded and very good for length and closeness of texture. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Seal Point Siamese Male Neuter
1st PC w/h – Green’s FIORDILISO LINCOLN (24) MN 20/05/10. A dear boy of
overall good type but who was very unbalanced today with head somewhat dwarfed
by the size of his body. Medium length wedge with fairly good top of head, ears
could be a touch larger but were well set. Oriental eye shape and set, colour could
ideally be deeper for a seal. Profile rather uneven with flat area to brow and
pronounced dip to nose, chin good and bite level. Tends to hunch his neck and his
body lacks elegance, longish limbs and tail. Very good warm toned seal brown
points, but has some brindling to mask with “specs” under eyes. Creamy coat very
heavily shaded over his back and does rather lack contrast, good for length but too
soft and fine in texture today. Very shy bless him. Excellently presented.
Seal Point Siamese Neuter Female
1st PC w/h – Webster’s NANPEMA SERENDIPTY (24) FN 25/10/12. A neat and
tidy lady neuter of overall good type. Shorter head with good top line, ears large and
well set. Profile uneven, with depression to skull above the brow line and dip to nose,
chin good and bite level. Tends to widen her eyes but colour okay. Slender body of
good length with tail to almost balance. Dark warm toned seal points, pale creamy
coat with fairly light seal shading to back, a tad long and was quite fine in texture so
could lie closer. Shy but gentle. Excellently presented.
Balinese Neuter
BOB – Ryan’s PR RIDESTAR SEVERN SUNRISE (61dt) MN 20/06/12. A large
handsome Bali neuter boy. Good head type though he has grown into his ears now
and so they could be a touch larger for balance. Oval eyes of bright mid blue. Profile
good with a deep chin and level bite. Tends to hunch his neck, long substantial and
weighty body, tail needs an inch. Excellent rich bright red tabby points with tail
rings visible when shaken out. Lightly shaded warm white coat that ideally could be
longer but was sufficient for the BOB today with some slight frilling to the edges, and
the texture was very silky, plume reasonably furnished. Excellent to handle and
excellently presented.
Oriental Lilac Adult
BOB - Corby & Doolan’s GD CH IKISHIROO CASCADE KIKIMA (29c) F
09/09/09
Oriental Ticked Tabby Adult
CC & BOB – Helm’s BOHEMIAN RHAPSODIA*RU (45) F 03/04/13. A dainty
and stylish young queen. Typy head with very good top line and large well flared

ears excellently set. Profile good with firm chin and level bite, has a fair amount of
paling around the muzzle area. Super mid green eyes with excellent expression. Well
defined neck and a long elegant body with excellent tone and much weightier than she
initially appears to be, long dainty limbs and long whip tail. Generally very good for
coat pattern, dark ticking showing three clear bands and sound, there is almost no
dorsal shading as such but she does have the merest beginning of a double line
between the shoulder blades where the butterfly would begin on a Classic cat but it is
minimal, light banding to limbs and tail. Ideally the ground colour could be a touch
warmer in tone, but it is warmer under her tummy. Super short close texture to coat,
gleaming with health today. Excellent to handle and presented to perfection.
Oriental Tortie Kitten
1st & BOB – Denholm’s PIPISTRELLE SWEET PEA (37p) F 03/08/13. An
attractive kitten, type and style good although she is really quite twee for 8 months
and has a lot more growing to do . Neat medium wedge head with very good top line,
ears large and set to balance. Oriental eye shape and set with good expression, colour
a clear mid green. Profile still a little uneven with small dip above the brow, nose
straight, chin firm and bite level. Long slender and really firm little body, long
dainty limbs and good whip tail. Lilac-based caramel tortie coat with good brownish
overtones and lots of hot toned apricot mingling, sound to roots and excellent for
length and closeness of texture. A friendly babe, excellently presented.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
Siamese Breeders Adult Female
1st – Davies’ GD CH BURNTHWAITES SCARLET FEVER (32a) F 20/02/11.
Now this I like, very stylish indeed. Not the largest of queens but excellent for
substance. She has a lovely head for style and balance with her very large ears set
wide. Excellent expression to eyes of deep brilliant blue. Profile almost straight and
the chin and bite are good. Long elegant and well toned body, tail to almost balance.
Super bright red points, typically paler on the front limbs. Short close coat virtually
unshaded and excellent for texture. Lovely to handle.
2nd - Denholm’s GD CH PIPISTRELLE PATIENCE (32b3) F 26/08/09.
3rd – Calloway’s SIAMAZING SERENDIPITY (32/1) F 11/07/13. This lady is
undoubtedly very stylish but she is very tiny for an adult, even for just on nine
months. Typy head with lovely top and large flared ears set to balance. Excellent
expression to eyes of very good colour, perhaps a touch deep set. Profile good, chin
with dear little beard slopes back a touch, but bite level. Long slender and fairly well
covered body, long dainty limbs and neat spoon paws, whippy tail. Dark seal tabby
markings which appear to be ticked-based but tail rings remarkably good for this
pattern, coat lightly ticked overall to tone, good for length and closeness, just a little
dry in texture down the lower back today. Sweet tempered and easy to handle.
Siamese/Balinese Non-Breeders Adult Female
1st – Smeaton’s GELCUNE CAMILLA (24b) F 21/06/13. This young female has
good head type and balance, though could be a little finer in the muzzle. The top of
head is good and the ears are of good size and set. Eye shape and set good with mid
blue colour. Profile chin and bite okay. Long neck and a well toned body of good

length, tail to almost balance. Chocolate points very dark with very little warmth of
tone. Good clear coat, that was rather long and somewhat fine in texture today.
Excellent to handle.
Siamese/Balinese Maiden Adult M or F
1st – Pounds’ THAISTAR TRAILBLAZER (24) M 17/06/13. A big strong lad for
just over 9 months and his type is very good. Strong broad wedge head with very
good top and large ears set to balance. Oriental eye shape and set, colour a rather
insipid blue that should be much better in a seal. Strong profile with marginal bump,
good chin with level bite. Excellent muscle tone to body for a youngster with long
strong limbs and tail to almost balance. Dark seal points some warmth evident, pale
fawn coat quite heavily shaded for such a young cat but good for length and texture.
Excellent temperament.
Oriental Breeders Adult Female
1st – Hetherington’s HEGIRA FURR’STEDITION (37) F 29/05/13. A stylish
young female of very good type. Medium length wedge with good width to top line
and large well flared ears set to follow. Basic eye shape good but can widen a touch,
setting good and the colour is a nice bright green. Profile and chin good, bite a touch
uneven, central incisors are not quite level but the outer ones are. Long slender and
well muscled body with good whip tail. Glossy black coat that was sleek close and
sound to roots. Excellent temperament.
2nd - Corby & Doolan’s GD CH IKISHIROO CASCADE KIKIMA (29c) F
09/09/09
Oriental Adolescent Adult Female.
1st – Pounds’ PIPPASTRO BLUE MAYFLY (38) F 22/05/13. Down in my book as
a brown spotty she is quite clearly a caramel tortie-tabby, and a very attractive one
too with a good balance between the two patterns. Type very good with well
balanced head and large ears. Oriental eye shape and set, colour could ideally be
better with the merest hint of green eviden. Almost straight profile, firm chin and
level bite. Long well covered body and long whip. Spotted pattern good with lots of
nicely rounded spots to her sides, bracelets to limbs and even rings to tail. Tortie
overlay very evident and is a good rich apricot in tone, pattern reasonably sound.
Excellent sleek texture to coat. A friendly lady.
2nd - Hetherington’s HEGIRA FURR’STEDITION (37) F 29/05/13
Siamese/Balinese Maiden Kitten M or F
1st – Pounds’ FLOWERDEW ANNIFRID (32b1) F 011/08/13. A stylish and very
well developed kitten. Strong head with wide top line and very large wide based ears
excellently set, but with a tendency to flatten at times. Strong profile, chin could be a
little deeper but lines up well and the bite is level. Snooty expression to eyes of good
blue. Long weighty body and a super whippy tail. Dark seal tortie points with lots of
mid red mingling evident on all points. Coat quite heavily shaded for a kitten but
length and texture good. Excellent to handle.
2nd – Musson’s LAZIZA MEA-MAKAMAE (32a) F 02/12/13. A promising kitten
and nicely grown. Medium length head with very good top line and large ears very

well set. Oriental eye shape, but can widen at times and ideally the colour could be a
little deeper. Firm little body and good tail. Good bright red points and an unshaded
warm white coat of good close texture for a baby. Excellent temperament.
Siamese/Balinese Visitors Kitten M or F
1st – Calloway’s SIAMAZING STEADFAST (24) M 24/10/13. This baby has such
a strong little head with the most amazing depth to muzzle. Very good width to top of
head and large ears very well set. Inscrutable expression to eyes of good blue. Strong
profile and deep chin, bite scissored under at present. He is not the largest of kittens
for a male but is nice and solid with a long weighty body and good whip tail. Warm
seal points that are well matched for a baby, pale beige coat with minimal shading and
good close texture. Super temperament.
2nd – Weatherill’s STYPERSON SILHOUETTE (32/3) F 23/09/13. A well grown
baby of good type and style. Neat medium length head with very good top and large
ears with good width to base, set to follow the lines of the wedge. Oriental eye shape
and set with good expression and colour. Profile almost straight, chin goes back a
touch but bite level. Good length to firm toned body with tail to almost balance. Dark
but warm tabby markings - and she has proper cheetah lines to her mask! tail rings
good. Pale coat clear of shading with soft fine baby texture as yet. Excellent to
handle.
Siamese/Balinese Aristocrat Neuter M or F
1st – Law’s FLUTTERBY RICOCHET (24a) MN 04/04/12. A stylish male neuter
Lovely head type, balanced and even with super large ears set wide. Love his eyes
for shape set expression and depth of colour. Profile chin and bite good. Well defined
neck line and a long elegant and well muscled body, good tail. Darker true blue
points, excellent contrast to coat for this colour and shows good glacial tones on
chest and tummy with minimal blue shading to back, length and texture very good. A
beautifully relaxed lad.
2nd – Green’s SIMPLYSMITTEN SPIRIDON (32/10) MN 28/03/09. A mature
male neuter of good type and style. Well balanced head with good top line and good
size and flare to well set ears. Oriental eye shape and set with good expression and
colour. Almost straight profile, chin okay, bite untidy with several incisors missing.
Well covered body of good length, tail needs an inch to balance. Soft apricot tabby
markings, appears to be ticked-based with tail rings to the minimum and very narrow
bracelets to limbs. Coat lightly shaded to tone and good for length and texture. A
sweet boy to handle.
Siamese/Balinese Visitors Neuter M or F
An excellent class of neuters
1st – Withers’ IMP UK GD CH TINTALLY TICKERTY BOO (24n) FN
15/05/10. A superior lady now neutered, looking very good today and still retains all
her excellent qualities. Super head with excellent wide top line and large ears
beautifully open at the base and set in line with the medium length wedge. Love her
expression and the depth of colour and brilliance of tone is excellent. Strong roman
profile, and firm chin and level bite. Long elegant body with a good trim tummy line
for a lady neuter, good tail. Superb lilac-based caramel points, dark brownish toned
lilac and they are evenly matched on all points. She is quite heavily shaded now but

there is still good contrast and the coat length and texture is excellent. Handled
beautifully and it was a pleasure to meet her again
2nd - Pearson’s IMP GD PR AMYDAY MERELY-A-MONARCH (32fn) MN
18/07/08.
ex 2nd – Musson’s GD PR MAFDET METTALICA (24n) 15/01/12. Very stylish
indeed and unlucky to be up against the more mature looking exhibits today. He has
lovely style and really knows how to show himself off. Super head type, whilst not
the most masculine it is beautifully balanced, with very large flared ears set wide.
Lovely eyes for shape set expression and colour. Long weighty body, perhaps a touch
too weighty, good tail. Good brownish toned lilac-based caramel points, lightly
shaded off-white coat that was rather too soft and fine in texture today. Excellent to
handle.
3rd - Glaubitz’s IMP GD PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER (32a) MN
20/05/09.
ex 3rd – Ellis’ GD PR STYPERSON CRACKERJACK (32/8) MN 13/08/12
Oriental Maiden Neuter M or F
1st – Webster’s IMP GD CH FIRODILISO NANPEMA NUAGE (48 40) FN
21/02/12. On of my favourite Oriental ladies – now neutered I see, she has such very
good presence and knows exactly how to pose. Neat and even medium length wedge
with very good top line and large ears set to balance. Love her expression and the
colour is very good given the proximity of white on the mask. Profile not completely
straight, she has a slightly flat area just above the brow line, good chin and bite. Good
body type and length with long whip. Dark seal points and well over the one third
white in all the right places, with attractive inverted white “v” to mask and that
wonderful seal moustache. Very good coat length and texture. Perfect temperament.
END OF REPORT

